TRIALQGUE: El ECTION AND PERFF.CflON
Our protagonist contemplates an Ideal Existence; a position of clarity and calm
simplicity. Void of conflict and aggression. lo quick pursuit comes the thought: Would
this ideal necessitate the absence of all engagement"? Then. assuming the absence of an
object of desire to be the essential coofli~ considers: Would there be no place for desire
in this ideal? Would not the absence of desire itself negate the Ideal Exjsteoce? Does the
contemplation of this very ideal itself reflect some basic desire?
Here arises the notion of the Eternal Enigm~ the Basic Conflict.
Utopia - a concept of perfection whose very thought negates its own possibility.
The protagonist would like to have a good story that is also a happy story. A good story
should by general definition have a conflict and ideally a resolution of that conflict. So if
happiness means the absence of conflict can a happy story have a plot? CouldJShouJd a
story be plotJess? Is a plot a point? Does a point have to hurt? Should it ever be
annoying?
The protagonist begins to write:
Happiness: The desire for a conflict free, stress free, yet stimulating existence. Does not
stimulation itself require conflict assuming an equation where conflict is on par with
tension or opposition?
The writer stops realizing this bas all been done before.
And some impossible urge, to what end or beginning unknown drives the protagonist to
chart some state of notion where action, movement, thought and desire are ends and
means in perpetual spark of being and nothingness that produce the unknowable ploL

Jack Waters

PLOT
To plan out as in a map or set of coordinates, careful foresight to planning a
complex scheme, inventing a literary device, a small piece of land as in a
cemetery or a small area of planted ground.

Its focus is solutions, diatribes, politics, the environment from
your window garden to ozone emissions in an artful approach
queer & otherwise. Experimental stories, excerpts, drawings,
stencils, schemes, chainletters, seeds, kisses, information &
resources.
1blnk Serious Think Absurd Think Revelootlonary
PLOT is formulated as an extension of the public activities of Le Petit Versailles,
a GreenThumb garden created in 1996 by communi ty neighbors. It is a proj ect of
Allied Productions, Inc. a non profi t arts o rganization established in J98 1. LPV is a
public space located at 346 East Houston St. between Avenue B & C in the East Vill age
and serves both the general community and visitors from around the world . As well as
providing a green oasis for meditation and relaxation it is dedicated to fostering an
interest in the arts, broadening and enriching the general public through performances,
screenings, workshops.
If you ara i *"1estad In sub1lltii19 propmi ala for p.wa 619 am, nusk:, dance, exhibitions,
worbhops or Bir/ other ideas, the deacA1& is January ·~ . 2005.
The 1e•on NnS from May to Noveni>er. Keep~ by villting ourwebeile
hUP:/lwwwaledprocluctions.or Contact us elherby anal petitversal~
or post to PO Box 20260 N6w VOit< New Yortc 10009•
.Pedt Vena.Wu~ an made .POMfbJ• by Aliled .Produotiona,ZD.o., a.Menan,.
.rrimad.s oluv, a:fduzy tor arc, 2'lle !'.nyt tor .PubUo .t.and, Qneu1'Jaumb/Jr1"C De,Pe.
ol Parb, .ar.terl&la tor ti&• AzU; Jr1"C Dept. ot CUJtunl ~., Jr1"C Dept. ol
Bu.fta&:ioia ~NYC Board ol Jfduoa&:iOJl and Inf !'CJ.7K. LPV Profl:uzu an made
~nbJe with puhllo tbnu ft'om the Nnr rork state Coanail on th• Ara, •State
•enay.

PLOT Contributors
Concept & design by Peter Cramer.
Sergio Mollliero de AllfNida 4174 Tlain:l Avenw #38 San D~go CA 92103
sdcalme~com

BeeHive Collective http://www.beehivecollective.org
David Bums, Austin Young, Matias Vlegener
http:/fwww.joumalofaestheticsandprotest.org/3/viegeneretal.hbn
Anthony Bennett braioofaduck@hotmail.com

Daniel Boyer

406 GarMt Strut Houghton Ml 49931-1420

Lucas Brouns ljbrouns@dds.nl
Peter Cramer petmat@mindsprinc.com www.alliedproductions.org

Douglas Dann 541 Broadway NY NY 10012
ddpnnlOl@aoLcom
Franco Piri Focardi Via XX Settembre, 18 50067 Rign•no snll' Arno
francoJ)iri@yjqjlio.it
"shaun frente" <divadeluxeO@lycos.com>
David King
www.davidkingcollage.com davi<ldkjng@yahoo.com
Jill London
jill@londongild.com

Adam Murray
hypodermk:guill@hotroail.com
Valery Oisteanu zendadanyc@earthlink.net
Ck~nte Padin
Casilla c. Central 1211 Montevitko- Uruguay
Grupp> Sinestetico Via N. Tommaseo 4 35038 Torreglia Pd Italy
www.grupposinestetico.it
Paul Summerfield neo surrealist@yahoo.com
Amelia Walker
walkercc@chatiot.oet.au
Gina Fuentes Walker
www.ginafuenteswalker.com jnfo@ijnafuenteswalker.com
Jack Waters www.alliedproductions.org jakwat@mindspring.com

Chelsea Wills 107 Blaelcbarn St. Santa Cn&Z,CA 9506 IMneblhebox@uqfllli,net
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STOP THE WAR!
NO POLICE STATE!

ANOTHER WORLD 1$ POSSIBLE
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A project: Queer Bookmarks
Point your browser at:
http://del.icio.us/q ueeruption
for loads of fine internet reading.
If you have an rss reader:
http://del.icio.us/rss/queeruption
I'm going through my vast and disorganized files of queer links expect frequent updates. Know an interesting queer site I article?
Tell me.
John jayexxess@yahoo.co. uk
www.queeruption.net
www .queerfist.org
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Tiger: I have been studying hl.rncrt ~for a while, but I camt seem to
figtre out the meaning of the word 'circle'. Yoo should use this word more oft~
HlJT\On: -· (sileoce)
Fish: It's what we fish do when we'er in a bowl. Also when we're in a
rectcn3lJlar aquarillll, but in a bowl it's perfect. It's the necre.st thi"9 to
perfedivi'ty we oon reach once we ere... It's hard to reach for cntfhi"9 when you
are in <nf kind of CXIUCJrit.m, man. It holds the water, that is the only positive thi"9
I can say about it. For me, everyting outside the bowl was the circle. But that's
history. Thit's history. l'Mt's _ wrot was I saying - oh yes, fuxt's history.
Bird: The \\Ord 'cirde' to me means movi"9 south in~ cn::f
back north in winter. I meon the other 'Na'/ rcud. Artfway, when you stard still
for one yea or for one day even, you will see a cirde. Mart circles you'll notice.
Hlrrai: If there wouJ<ii't have been a circle be'tween the time we hllnOnS
were monkey-like, then the yeJJT'_ let us say the yeJJr 2004, and then the
present, you g.1(S would've been ON this table Clld not sittinj AT it. Ard I
would've been.. let's not talk about that.
Tiger: So 'circle' does not mean I haYe to ~im, does i1?
Bird: ~.it's just a way of sayi"9 you ere happy or hoping trot thifl3S are oo
the roove. MDving.
Tiger: Let's play the game ·catch one another's shadow', okay?
Fish: Great! The head COll1ts for three points, allright? But gimme a 04> of
water first. Then I'll be maki"9, shaking Y'M' shadow shirding, shyger! We've
talked enoLgh about shignf ishalce.s. Swirl it sisters! I ' II be at~ tails!
Lucas Brouns

David King

Manifesto for the Abolition of Bureaucracy
By Valery Oisteanu

To be and not to be in failed American democracy
Watch the surf going up
While the Navy bombs beaches of Puerto Ria:>
can we survive the environmental conspicuous consumption?
Living next to the nuke dump, next to the oil drilling
can you keep any Individuality In the age of doning?
can you be yourself In a genetically brain manipulation society
letls abolish medieval bureaucracy
Abandon the shabby machines of voting
The rigged system behind dosed doors
De-vote Electoral College
Delete the elite
Dissolve two party systems
To be or not to be an American Is the question
Dissent by any means necessary
Against cultural colonialism
Art as an instrument of exploitation should be abolished
all artists should go on strike
Against the prostitution of the art lnstltlJtions
Against art as money laundering machine
Against the academies, the prizes, the competitions
And the army of dealers, auctioneers and agents
Power to the creative!
Power to the poets who are resisting greed, hate and intolerance
Ride the volcano of revolution into the sea
Blessed are the shamans, the stray holy-men of jazz
The underground gurus who are proving
That the collective subconscious Is not a given
It has to be created
So power to the creators!

PARTECIPATION : Gruppo Slnostetlco (Albenln , Perseghin . , Sassu , Sshlmlzu) l~ly

Studio Via N Tommaseo 4 35038 Torregl1a Pd Italy
www grupposme:sl&trro 1t
www.londonblonnale.org

Jill London
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Sergio Mo11ti.ero de Almeida

Night of the Locusts
November 2, 7 o'dock: I was happily drinking peppermint tea, curled up with my plump cat and
even more obese favorite novel, from time to time displacing both with the reassuring visage and
drawl of Tom Brokaw. Watching NBC news made me feel surprisingly warmed by the democratic
fantasia offered me, and given that I only see television on holiday visits (and further bolstered
by the proximate chill in the air), there was that strange mixture of sentimental nostalgia and
cloying, fading awe I've experienced eNery Christmas since rejecting its namesake (while still
hoarding its residue of Mystery, grafted on to furt:iveJy secular sacraments like rum balls or terra
cotta Dickens figurines, which in any other context would be unbearable). This feeling was
ushered on further by the Peacock networic's appropriare!y preening toteboard, which if you
didn't see it, was a huge map of the U.S. Imposed on the Ice rink at Rockefeller Plaza, filled in by
two leotarded non-partisan elves as a divided nation tridded in its will.

By 8 or 9, one or two of those menacing red states had blemished the electoral ice capade
landscape, but as talking heads from both parties ducked on about patience with the system,
and with each other, I was still at ease. I am perhaps an ideal television viewer in many ways,
instantly empathetic and prone to the easy laughter and tears which can momentarily dispel
memories of Tom Delays and Ann Coultels with an an almost beatific (yet not to betray his
party's image, porcine) Republican pundit-for-hire. But more importantly, I just was not prepared
to beUeve that Bush could win. Not that I had any faith in Kerry, and in fact I was one of the few
that saw the debates as his death-knell, as If he needed one. Nor did I have any conviction that
this country's great unwashed could peer out of this feedback loop of its own mythology
("resolve," etc.) enough to recognize the most embarrassing track record in American hi.story, to
see the makings of a Southern-fried Nero tuning his fiddle.
But there's a difference between knowing something and aa:epting it That only came later,
when I made my last check-In before bedtime. The two isolated blisters had become an
elephantine, angry Red Sea, parted not by Moses but New Hampshire, looking more insignificant
than ever. (I wondered then if they'd even bothered pre-cutting a blue Texas.) It was over in
that sudden glance, conversely now in my heart if not in the still optimistic realm of statistics.
And so I went to sleep.

Strangely, the night before, I had had a dream of total apocalypse, vaguely in the form of a
zombie genre film. I was In some kind of Frank Lloyd Wright terrace house on the coast of some
resort peninsula. The end of days was manifest not only In the form of the gangrenous
carnivores clomping around us, but in a palpable sense that we in the dream tried to ignore for
as long as possible. Some of these other people, as I remembered it the next day, had some kind
of haughty disdain for me, for being outside of some kind of eschatonlc elect (1 don't recall
whether they thought they'd be spared or whether It was just another oneirlc ambiguity, of which
there were many here.) Any overtly Christian terror Intimated there was then affirmed in a
rapidly darkening sky, as amorphous swarms amassed, grounding the few jets still circling in
airborne denial. And it was the locusts that realty terrified me, not the undead. That inevitability,
fixed abstactty in the distance, suddenly understood as an enveloping, acephalous obliteration -a total negation of the body and soul performed immediately, in a million mindless bites. {It was
understood the locusts would devour us, and it was equally underst.oocl that this death would be
even worse than at the hands and mouths of our more immediate, ultimately more personable
assailants. )
I covered my self with a bedsheet-cum-tarpaulln, knowing that It was ill-suited proof, perhaps
hoping to cocoon my final oonscious moments in a reassuringly finite space, having been
betrayed so brutally by the openness the sky alWays threatens us with -- or perhaps I just didn't
want to see it coming. And in fact it never came. Someone called out that the army had
dispersed, and a hysterically decisive swoop of my sheet confirmed that this was so. But again in
that complicit understanding of dreams, It was clear that they would be back. Or perhaps more
appropriately, "we would be hearing from them."
Some oorroboration of my alarm dock and my cat Leandra's daws ensured that this attack would
be prevented. Or at least pre-empted under its current regime. For as I woke Wednesday
morning, the dread continued as if only Interrupted by some intra-cognltNe commercial break. to
descend on the appropriately Isomorphic red swarm d states that had been the preamble, if not
body, of the night's dreams. As of this writing, this dread remains, and as my standing reserves
of Freudian weapons are so far ineffective at any exegesis beyond the obvious, rm hoping that
my unoonscious is simply overreacting, and that rm not suddenly clairvoyant But after all, the
Mayan calendar does clock in our end at 2012, which strangely enough, Is an election year..•
"shaun frente" <divadeluxeO@lycos.com>
"What's any artist but the dregs of his work, the human shambles that follows it around?"
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FALLEN FRUIT OF SILVER LAKE

David Bums, Austin Youn

Matias V

ener

FALLEN FRUIT TECT:
Fallen Fruit A Mapping al f'OOd lte9ourcles in Los Angeles.

ff'ee food is nllilable at f1W1Y time al the yur on the streets al Las Angeles. According to the

law, if a fruit tree grows on or over public property, the fruit is no longer the 9C>le property al
the owner. Fruit trees in particular are highly decoiativer and often demand no greater care
than .., other lalldKape Ol'Nmefttal. Las Angeles .. partiadarty rich In this respect: bananas,

peiKhes, a~ lemor11, or.nu-, lilw, kumqUilbl, ~

llPPlelw plums, Pl rdDn ,.,_,

walnuls, pomegrwt:es and guavaa, just to name a few, grow in f1W1Y neighbomood in the
dty. Theee fruits ripen at dlff.-.nt • I FOWll, 80 ,.._food is IMlilable yelf l'Ol.ftt.

We began this project by mapping our neighborhood, Silver Lake, going street by street
to identify untapped public resources and cataJoging their location . We set out to onJy
mark sites that involved no trespassing. Right away we began to speculate on the ethics
involved, both on the part of residential growers and local harvesters.
Some communities have plantings of decorative fruit trees, such as sour oranges, which
look charming but have little use. Public plantings alm~t never incorporate edible fruit
trees, with one exccptiQn being the guava trees which shade parts of the Rose Bowl
parking lot. F.cbo Park is known for the quantities of walnut trees at its northern end and
many parks and wild spaces have prickly pear cactus plantings, which yield both young
cactus pads for nopales and prickly pear fruit Accidental fruit trees arise from stray
seedJings, an echo of Johnny Appleseed's mission to populate the American frontier with
appl ~ native to Eurasia One of the most common street trees in California is the carob
tree, source of a nutritious flour that can be used as a cocoa substitute, or the pods can be
chewed whole.

Often a resident is reluctant to plant fruit trees because of the litter, fal len fruit that bas to
be disposed of; likewise, locals are often reluctant to pick food within their grc:1Sp because
they perceive it to be private property. The slow, ..natural" processes of growth and
fruition dramatize the shadowy nature of private property. Who does the sun belong to,
and rainwater? Why is this lemon in oar public space? Is this my banana?
It is no smal l irony that most Americans eat less than the minimum recommended
amounts of fruit and vegetables, even though they are all but free for the taking.
Supermarket produce is quite expensive if you count by caloric content, but the cost of
processed food is ridiculous once you factor in the nutritionaJ debit it inc urs. Public fruit
is more efficient to grow than farmed fruit because it eliminates'the cost of transport.
Since it is not a mono-crop, as in an orchard of a single variety of apple, there are far less
pests and less chemicals required. A further irony is that most of the public frujt in Los
Angles is organic, blessed by neglect Is it safe to eat? Absolutely. SbouJd you worry
about car exhaust fumes? No. Those molecules are too large to penetrate the fruit and
any smut that lands on the fruit can be washed off.
We caJJ upon the city and urban planning groups to begin plantings that yield edible
goods to be shared by the city's citizens. How can these resources be developed to the
benefit of all parties? What ethical or contractual obligations are incurred? It bas been
observed among many bunter-gatherer societies that when people "have more of
something than they immediately need, [they] s hould carry out their moral obligation to
share it out"
Map Leeend:
summer/fal 1
summer
year-round
summer/fall
fall/winter
Ca Carob
spring/fall
cactus
(pads
&
fruit)
Cu
year-round
cberimoyas
Ch
summer
Fi figs
winter/spring
Gu guavas
summer/fall
Gr grapes
winter
Ku lglmquats

Ap
Ar
Av
Ba

apples
apricot
avocados
banana

Le
Li
Lo
Ne
Or
Pa

lemons
limes
loquats
nectarines
oranges
passion fruit
Pe peaches
Pr persimmons
Pl plums
Po pomegranates
Wa walnuts

year-round
year-round
spring/summer
summer
year-round
summer/fall
summer
fall
s ummer
fall/ winter
fall

Giving and taking both invoke primal social and even spiritual boDds among groups and
individuals; fceding and cleaning rituals create the first social bonds among infants and
adults. The relation between host and guest. manifested in the gift. is at the core of all
human cultures. Fruit is not just a gift from one human to another, but a gift to all humans
from the soil. Agribusiness bas brought us to the point that we' ve not only lost contact
with the soiJ, but we' ve lost the farmers to corporate management as well as forfeiting
our own potential to grow things.
All property owners with suitable sites should be obliged to plant edible trees, or else be
taxed to provide food for the poor. Most European cities have communal gardens, which
often provide up to half the food of poor families. We need city fruit parks. which open
their fields to anyone who is hungry. To discourage profiteering, individuals could be
limited to taking only as much fruit as they can carry in their hands. This way everyone
could give according to their capacities and receive according to their needs.
The utopian advertising of early Californfa always pictured orange trees with snowcapped mountains in the distance. The new California should have oranges planted
between office buildings and bananas in parking lots. Silver Lake is full of the ghosts of
old Hollywood: James Dean , Rock Hudson, Judy Garland, Norma TaJmadge and Buster
Keaton lived here. Their ashes and discards filter through the soiJ to this day. Dead
illusions feed the carnival of fruit that lines our streets.
Over time, we hope to involve more people, especially local activists best equipped to
map their own neighborhoods; the life of such a map is quite long, since fruit trees live
for decades. While the Internet would seem to be the likeliest venue for such a project, a
printed form is essential; the most disenfranchised Angelenos have no access to a
computer. Maps must be given to them in person.
When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of
your field, or gather the gleanings of your harvest You shall not pick your vineyard bare,
or gather the f alien fruit of your vineyard; you sbaJl leave them for the poor and the
stranger.
Leviticus 19:9- 10

Anthony Bennett
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My Body The Bomb
My Body Js A Bomb
Bomb My Body
A Bomb ln My Body
The Bomb Is In My Body
There's A Bomb lo Your Body
You' re A Bemb lo My Body
I'm A Bomb In Your Body
You 're A Bomb
Your Body Is A Bomb
BombBody
Body Bomb
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On waking it seems outrageous, unnecessary and worth contesting that nations and
factions perpetrate violence on one another and on viewers like me. At breakfast I
worry that these feelings are born of my passivity and my squeamish sensitivity to
suffering, and thus don't serve realistic goaJs of humane human interaction. By
midday I've recalled the situations in which I've fought with words and gestures to
save emotional or material territory. ls war-killing but an amplification of that urge?
Or does the difference in degree make a difference in kind? By afternoon I'm glad
someone is paying attention and willing to induce militant consciousness sufficient to
organize force and use it to protect the bubble within which I play out the life of
privilege I enjoy. At dinner we discuss what's really going on, leaders using that very
rhetoric as cover for a plan of domination through aggression, open-faced lying to
electors by now considered an entitlement by the poJjtically ambitious. At bedtime 1
see as inevitable the clash that comes from turning instinctive protectiveness into
bellicose insistence on submission of the other. Lamenting my confusion and political
impotence, I go to sleep mouthing fervent wishes that leaders daily roll around on the
floor and practice deep breathing.

Shoulderstand 10 Minutes.
3 blankets under shoulders.
Bel t arms. Extend through legs.
Roia;e top thiQhs inward and
solten groins. Ground elbows.
Relax eyes. neck and throat.

t< "

11

e"

Corpse Pose 10 Minutes.
Place blanket under neck and
head. Extend tnJnk.. arms and
legs prior to relaxing them.
Tum upper arms out. palms up.
Quiet mind and·brealh.

When IMAGINATION outpaces ACTION, the UNSEASONED WILL tends (1) to
push limits, or (2) to toss about titillating alternatives. The result in (1) is a gratifying
increase in productivity, leading to exhaustion. The result in (2) is ecstatic,
unproductive fantasy, leading to exhaustion. The SEASONED WILL, on the other
hand, seeing folly in such debilitating practice, waxes realistic. It berates
FRUSTRATION, (which has been gaining strength and autonomy gorging on the
blood spilled as ENVISIONING and DOING hack away at each other), for knocking
its head against the door, no longer as a call for help and a yearning for relief: but as
a self-aggrandizing power move. "Stop pounding the portal and pick the lock,"
commands MATURE RESOLVE. PRETENTIOUS WRATH concedes, crosses the
freed threshold, finds itself luxuriating in a hammock by a lake as preparation for
concise, appropriately leveraged toil. Then to CONFUSION, which has been reveling
in continuous digital picturing of best possible wbatevers, VETERAN
RESOLUTION, having gained confidence from its success with DEFENSIVE SELFBLINDING BAFFLEMENT, advises, "Pick one of those five or ten routes and go, the
ride will not be what you imagine."

Bee/live Collective

THE TRIJTH

COSMOS

There really was a weapon of mass destrucbon In Iraq
·they call 1t oll.

When I was small, my Mother said

"Make a wish upon a star".
ONE DAY

the lights
will go out
and get smashed;
the stop signs

will dress up
in drag;
people
In supermarkets
will start
dancing.

I'm a South AU1.tralian nur & poet. I ha11e one poetty book out, 'Fat
Strttts & Lots of Squares' (2003). I also publlsh lines of my & oth r
people's work on a sporadic but frequent b sts.

But there were so many
all so tiny, all so huge.
I hedged my bets

and wished on the moon.

CITY SEASONS

Summer:

skyscrapers stretch, suck sunlight
exhale grey
Autumn :
gutters fill
with leaflets, dead cigarettes
Winter:
human ants scurry
building to building
Spring:

shop windows bloom.
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Paul SummerfieJd

Gina Fuentes Walker

i'.Ad the t.k)' 8111 ) ow blue C> es

I watch as a sembla.ncc in a dimly lit room
Out across the balcony
Across the rooftops blackened by carl>on shadows of batwings
My eyes crawling the briclcv.01'1'
Of distantly lit apartment block
Burning btJlbs biting the gloom of ~ell
And shades drawn on every second window
Distant opera music and a slight drizzle crawling across the sliding door carpel
Watching the apartments one by one searching for aching flesh
Wondering how many people in there arc cnunplcd into comers like me
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